Kurmanji and Zazaki are dialects of the theoretical language known as Kurdish. The various Kurdish dialects affirm the dialectical richness of the word and its sound, and show no indication of a decline in the spoken language. In general, the phoneme is thought to indicate the proximity or remoteness of language or its dialects -Kurdish is considered to date far back into antiquity. The present study is divided into three parts. It aims to reveal some phonetic characteristics of Kurmanji and the older dialect, Zazaki. The first part deals with the actual sounds of the phonemes; the second part is on the interchangability of sounds in the Zazaki of different regions; and the third part compares Kurmanji to Zazaki, making use of modern linguistic resources in systems of language.
Introduction
Structuralist theory, attributed to the linguist Ferdinand de Saussure is accepted as being a language system. As a structuralist, de Saussure distinguishes between what he calls langue and parole (language and word, that is, unarticulated structures and speaking).
He himself as a linguist focusses on langue rather than parole. Langue and parole would later be reinterpreted as signifier and the signified, and in particular the literary theorist Roland Barthes (1915 Barthes ( -1980 in working within the science of semiotics, and thus focussing on signs, the signified, would again find de Saussure"s structuralist distinction to be crucial. From here, when reducing structuralism down to its various elements, we find that the smallest element spoken is a sound unit that the science of phonetics calls a phoneme, and that although we may be able to pronounce and relate to 200 sound units, speakers use only 40 such elements for thousands of words (Kiran, 1996: 27) .
Each word or sound entity has its own unique root meaning, and in the Kurdish dialects we see that each sound entity has its own essential senseor unrelated senses. Ultimately, the unit of sense that we call language, is then formed by bringing together words within the language system structure. This unit of sense delivers a message. It should, however, be borne in mind that as I.A. Richards wrote:
Language, well used, is a completion and does what the intuitions of sensation by themselves cannot do. Words are the meeting points at which regions of experience which can never combine in sensation or intuition, come together. They are the occasion and the means of that growth which is the mind"s endless endavour to order itself. . . Language is no mere signalling system (The Philosophy of Rhetoric. London:
Oxford University Press, pp. 130-131).
Sounds and words in Kurdish dialects are not fixed. A further glance at Kurdish dialects also tells us that actual vocabulary is retained, but that the same vocabulary is used in different ways as time progresses. Thus, we have ended up with an extensive vocabulary to say, for example, the "sense of smell ": vinî, zincî, pirrnike, pirnos, poz, vinike, difn, bêvil, kepoz, lut, birnax; or, we can mean "catarrh" using the words, zekem, bapêş, persî, şobe, asirm, zikam, peta, miqaw, nezle, baper; or, we can use the following words to say "root": kok, reh, bineke, resen, rêl, rîşe, retewe, binetu, rek, binye, reya, rîçik (Veroj, Uçaman, 2002: 146) .
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International Journal of Kurdish Studies Vol.6/1 ( January 2020 ) 37 Sometimes the way a word is voiced, that is uttered, changes, and the change in voicing causes a new word to evolve; this manner of change is an important feature of Kurdish. For example, we have the word kin, that becomes also nik, lêr / rêl, befr / berf, pirasî / parsûand there are many more such examples to be found. Moreover, as said above, with the emergence of structured language, sounds become subject to change in terms of how they are voiced and word formation itself can be influenced. As a result of such changes in voicing, differing language structures come to the fore.
A sound is a sensory perception of vibrations, which is to say that we perceive sound through our sense organs. Phonetics researches the physics of utterance (Oğur, 2014: 35) . Words are uttered when sounds merge. Every vibration adds meaning to language, as well as creating differentiation between the words. For example, the vibrations in our mouth and throat may be distinguished or described as languagal sounds. When we alter the ultimate vibrations of the words, the meaning may not be affected, or scarcely affected, but when we change the initial vibrations, the meaning of the word will be different. For example, when changing the words roj and rozruzthe "j" and "z" sound of roj, or the "o," "û," "u" of rozruzthe meaning is not changed. However, if we attach meaning to words such as pîr, bîr, vîr, tîr, nîr, jîr, jar, war, mar, har, we will not understand the new vibrations.
Thus, the aim of phonology is to answer such questions as "what changes sounds and effects differentiation in meaning; how elements that cause differences shift; and, how vibrations coincide with the establishment of vocabulary (Rifat, 2000: 44) . It is at this point that phonetics emerges in a field of grammatical study known as antagonism.
The Sounds in Zazaki and Kurmanji
The vibrations in Indo-European languages ring clear and loud (Ward, 2006: 249) . Kurmanji and Zazaki likewise have strong vibrations. Every utterance becomes meaningful according to the physical variations and tone in the phsionomy of the speaker. In recent times both Zazaki and Kurmanji are written down and recorded in a 31-letter adaptation of the Latin alphabet. It is worthy of note that another major Kurdish dialect, Sorani, uses the Arabic alphabet which is closer to being a phonetic representation, and appeals to a more élite readership.
The additional letters of the Latin alphabet include: h (hhê, hhêl), x / ğ (ğar, ğele), and there are eight vowels and twenty-three consonants.
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The vowels are described as being "long" or "short."
The long vowels are: a, ê, î, o, û.
The first letter of the alphabet is the phoneme A-a. Both Zazaki and Kurmanji read "a" straight, long and wide. "A" comes out of the larynx cavity with easewithout tongue, jaw, tooth or lip contact (Uçaman, 2008: 16 Sîr sîr Ê-ê: It is formed on the front part of the tongue and is read long and flat.
Zazaki Kurmanji
Êre êvar
Êzim êzing
Mêrdek mêrik
The short vowels are: e, i, u.
These letters are read the same way in both Zazaki and Kurmanji.
E-e:
This letter is read plainly and briefly. It may come before or after a consonant.
Kurmanji Zazaki
Erd erd (Kurdo, 1991 : 21, Bedirxan & Lescot, 2009 
Change of some sounds according to regions in Zazakî
Kurmanji is stable where words that alternatively take the sounds of "b" and "v" in Zazaki Zazaki pronunciation variants are the letters "z, "j," "y" and "c." Celadet Ali Bedirxan writes:
"There are in essence two types of Zazaki. The distinctive sounds and rules are self-evident.
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International Journal of Kurdish Studies Vol.6/1 ( January 2020 ) 42 As regards sound, "j" is seen in the Siverek vernacular, but not in Kurmanji. In some words, "j" is not used with the Palu -"z" or "c" being used instead: (Bedirxan, 1998: 23) Voiced to unvoiced is common in Zazaki. Words that take the "k" and "ç" in the Dersim vernacular and other regions vary. Bigîr/bicîgêrayene/cêreyane "a" > "o": This is a sound event that occurs when a flat tone of voice, known as rounding, becomes a round voicea common sound event in Persian and Zazaki. For example, the word "bread" in Persian and Zazaki nan, can be pronounced as "non" and "nun" in daily conversation (Oğur, 2014: 51) . This occurs not only with Zazaki vernaculars but also with Kurmanji and Zazaki as "a," "û," "o"and "u." Examples are: 
Phonetic Comparison of Zazaki and Kurmanji Dialects
As mentioned earlier, the smallest element of the language is the phoneme. Sometimes words come together only with one sound and sometimes with more than one sound. According to dialect, vernacular, and region, speakers utter the sound that is natural and easy for them.
Consequently, the nature of the word itself along with changes to the word suit ongoing situations. "V" can take the place of the frontal voiced "b" consonant. (Oğur, 2014: 51) in Avesta vit (twenty).
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Further examples are as follows (Farqini, 1992, The "X-x" sound is present in all the Kurdish dialects, and is loud from the larynx. When the "x" and "w" sounds are used in the background, they are uttered as the diphthong "xw."
Words starting with the diphthong "xw" create softening in Zazaki, and the "x" in front of the The "j" sound in Kurmanji becomes "z" or "c" in Zazaki. There are also variants among
Zazaki"s regional vernaculars. 
